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A COMMON THREAD: My Thesis in Perspective.
Half of every year of my life has been spent living very closely with nature. Most
of that time was spent in the Adirondack Mountains of New York State where my father
directed a summer camp. Through this experience and continual interaction with the
environment, nature has had a profound effect upon me and all aspects of my life. As a
child I played, explored, and learned within it. As I grew older I began to understand a
dissonance in the relationship between the human race and the ecosystem of the
earth. With a passion, I strive to create a harmony in my own life, and to achieve, as an
artist, my desired relationship with nature visually, physically and conceptually.
UTILITY: The Idea of Function.
My thesis comes at a time where my work has been divided between function and
sculpture. In my first semester at RIT I continued the sculptural work I began as an
undergraduate. It was concerned with man's struggle to understand nature through
order, myth and symbolism. I built large organic forms and placed them in an
environment. But I was frustrated and unsatisfied with the result. I felt that these
sculptures could only arrive at a conceptual, intellectual reconciliation of this
man-nature dilemma. I wanted to realize an actual, physical harmony.
This is where the idea of function comes in, and marks the beginning of my thesis
work. I named this section "Utility: The idea of function" because what motivated me
was precisely that, the idea. A functional object in use has a unique relationship to the
user. The two are united to carry out a specific task. If the object functions well, the task
is performed efficiently and with the desired results. We, as complex human beings,
attach social and emotional significance to objects, and surround ourselves with the
ones that please us. By using objects we like, and are attached to, the uniting of
person and object to perform this task becomes more than a means to an end. The
action becomes an end in itself. There exists not only a physical union, which brings
about a desired result, but a spiritual harmony which creates an emotive state of mind.
This harmony of mind and action is the essence of my functional ceramics. This thesis
is about using the physical and spiritual harmony possible in functional ceramics as a
metaphor for a desired relationship between myself and nature.
This idea finds one of its most poignant expressions in the tradition that surrounds
the Japanese tea ceremony. The garden is a simple interpretation of the relationships
found in nature, and designed to create a state of mind. The garden's function is to
prepare oneself to take place in the act of drinking tea. The actual tea ceremony is a
continuation of this purpose. It's profound nature rests within using simple functional
objects as a vehicle for creating a harmony of mind and body.
TERRA FIRMA: A Choice of Medium.
Clay is earth. The bond between functional ceramics and the earth is as strong
as it is old. The forces that shape the earth, heat and pressure, are the very same
forces that shape the pot. Cultures for centuries have understood this bond. The
evidence is abundant from the tea wares of Japan, China, and Korea, to the pottery of
the North, South and Central American Indians. In each, the pots embody the source
from which they came and the spiritual, mythical essence of it's nature.
EARTH AND SKY: Nature Embodied in Landscape.
The interface between earth and sky rests within the narrow space we call a
landscape. The juncture of these two basic elements is both dynamic and serene.
Within this vital space results the conditions by which life exists. I am personally
fascinated and moved by landscapes. The modulation and subtleties of form, color,
and texture evoke emotional responses evolved from personal experience. These
responses change with the changing land forms, seasons, lighting, time of day, and
weather. The metaphor I create in my thesis is one that equates the harmony of
functional ceramics to a harmony of man and nature. The object, therefore, becomes
the vehicle for this metaphor, and must embody characteristics of nature, and
subsequently, refer to nature as a whole. I have chosen the characteristics of
landscape and atmosphere to achieve this end.
In the forms of my pots I maintain the balance and tension between turbulence
and serenity that is the essence of a landscape. By taking the centered, symmetrical,
wheel thrown pot and distorting it, tension is created. To enhance this tension the
distortion begins with four vertical ridges pushed out on the pot's wall, thus squaring
the form, and bringing about a contrast between roundness and angularity. These
ridges and subsequent distortions make reference to topography and the undulation of
land forms expressed in mountains, valleys and plains. The appendages to the forms
are treated in similar fashion. Handles, spouts, and feet all must refer to landscape,
and be contiguous with the form. These elements twist, turn, and grow out of the form.
The character of these appendages is an obvious parallel to trees, roots and other
vegetation which grow from the earth and modify the landscape.
LANDSCAPE: Change, Cycle and Variation.
Since landscapes are in constant change, their color and texture can manifest
itself in a myriad of variations. With different seasons come different weather patterns,
quality of light, plants, flowers, leaf color and so on. Rather than a set of functional ware
that have the same glaze and decoration on all forms, the center piece to my thesis is a
dinner set that varies in glazes, evolves in decoration, and is held together by stylistic
and formal continuity.
This dinner set shows a parallel between seasonal change in landscape and the
physical, visually change in plates during a meal. The event of a meal and the
satisfying of our nutritional needs is a cycle. Its repetition provides a structure to our
lives and is essential to our existence. In a formal dinner three plates are used, each
presented one at a time in a specific sequence. The set is structured around a group of
four glazes, each represents the characteristics of a season. Within the season, the
scene depicted in the plates changes from one plate to the next. The objective is a set
of functional ceramics that take part visually, conceptually, and physically in the act of
eating a meal.
8SEASONS: An Emotional Response.
The glazes in my thesis work are based upon my impressions and emotional
response to the seasons. A great deal of my time was spent in testing glazes, and the
success of my thesis rests on their success. Winterwas the first glaze resolved. It has
the monochromatic bleakness of fields covered with snow and the impression of
howling winds, whistling through barren branches that groan with the strain. Massive
clouds, raging with the fury of approaching storms cross the sky drawn by unseen,
unimaginable forces. Fall was next. The shades of gold and orange of dying leaves
covers the pot. Hints of the black brooding clouds that are the onset of winter, emerge
from the crawls characteristic of the glaze. Spring was a struggle. It holds within its
background of white-green receding snow, a myriad of green spots. The spots are a
darker green, but still a new green, a yellow-green like the youngest of leaves. Around
these green spots is the emergence of a faint halo of pink. Summer was the last. It has
the soothing, moist coolness of a dark green forest canopy on a Adirondack summer
day.
TWO YEARS OLDER: Thoughts on a Thesis.
Exploration and discovery. As I look at my slides, not one of them holds solely
within itself, my ideas complete and unabridged. Flowing though them all, my ideas
are a current, meandering through sources and influences, carrying within it a sediment
of information, experience, and emotion. Some elements are dropped, new ones
picked up, some remain from start to finish. In my time as a graduate student, the
personal knowledge and experience gained through the creative process has been the
most valuable.
"In words, thought is half murdered." - Kahlil Gibran
This idea is provocative and could apply to visual art as well as literature, but it
would read, "In intellectualization, art is half murdered". I now wish to understand and
express a simpler, more intuitive communication of my ideas.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The technical focus of my thesis is centered around glazing, and specifically,
shino glazes. Three of the four glazes in my thesis are shino glazes. This glaze is a
traditional Japanese tea ware glaze whose orange-white color is enhanced by glaze
crawls that have healed over. Characteristic of some shinos is an effect called carbon
trapping. Carbon trapping is the quality of smoke or black clouds within the glaze. This
quality adds contrast and tremendous depth to the surface. The random nature of the
effect makes it an excellent glaze for my purposes.
My first problem with carbon trapping was to achieve consistent results. It
depends on a specific firing procedure, if unsuccessful the glaze is flat and lifeless with
no trace of carbon trapping. By extensive experimentation I was able to discover the
necessary procedure. The Kiln was lit (1/2 lbs. gas pressure) and allowed to heat up
slowly overnight with the peeps in and the damper 1/8 open. By morning the kiln was
10
at dull red to red heat. The gas was turned up to 1 lb. and in about an hour the kiln was
at cone 01 1 . The gas is raised to 2 lbs. and the kiln is reduced heavily by closing the
damper to 1/16 open and the primary air to the burners 1/10 open. The flame from the
bottom peep hole should be a yellow-green color about
5" long. After 45 minutes the
damper is opened to 1/8 and the gas is raised to 3 lbs. The primary air remains at 1/10
the whole firing insuring a dirty, smoky flame. The damper is adjusted so that a flame
of
3" is kept in the bottom peep hole. The kiln fires this way for the remainder of the
firing (8-9 hours) to cone 10.
Three of the four glazes I used are adaptations of other glazes in order to produce
the color and effects I wanted. All four glazes were fired in the same kiln and firing
procedure. The Angela shino did not require any change in formula, but
experimentation with the firing to obtain a consistent carbon trapping. The trapping in
this glaze is the most dramatic and atmosphere-like of all the shinos. The application of
a second layer of glaze produces a crisp line between the single layer (where carbon
trapping is heavier) and the double layer (which gets little or no carbon trapping). In
the fall shino, the addition of 4% soda ash and 4% red art to a red shino glaze,
produces rich golden highlights to a dark orange colored base. This glaze carbon
traps in an even layer, occasionally staying to the healed crawl marks. The green
shino has the same formula as the Angela shino with the addition of 1/8% cobalt
carbonate and 1/4% chrome oxide. The result is deep green glaze which, where the
flame has not hit it directly, remains a semi-transparent lavender. This glaze has the
dramatic carbon trapping of the Angela shino, but it is toned down by the dark green
1 1
color. The green spot glaze is the only non-shino, non-carbon trapping glaze. I
created it by adapting a creamy white salt glaze. I removed the red iron oxide and
added 4% copper carbonate. By not screening it through a fine mesh screen the
copper stayed in small lumps and are responsible for the small green and sometimes
pink spots.
I worked with two white stoneware bodies for my thesis. I used white bodies
because the presence of any significant amount of iron in the body adversely affected
the color of the glazes. The two clay bodies differ very little in characteristics. I altered
body #1 to get #2 because of the absence of XX Saggar.
The overglaze colors are simple volume combination of various oxides (color)
and gerstley borate (flux). I calculated and tested the concentration of the overglazes in




Clay Bodies: by percent of weight
White stoneware #1 Cone 9-1 0
XX Saggar 20 Pioneer Kaolin 15.6
EPK 20 EPK 15.6
OM#4 20 OM#4 31.2
Flint 16 Flint 15.6
Custer Feldspar 12 Custer Feldspar 12.5
Hawthorne 8 Hawthorne 6.5
Grog (100m) A Grog (100m) 3J2
100 100
Glazes: by weight









































Red Iron Oxide 3
Gerstley Borate 3
Concentration: 20g / 100ml H2O
13
Qrange Cone 9-1 Q
Yellow Ocre 1
Gerstley Borate 1
Concertration: 40g / 1 00ml H2O
14
PLATES
1. "Winter Dinner Set", stoneware, 81/2x1", 1 1x1", 7x1".
2. "Summer Dinner Set", stoneware, 81 /2x1 ", 1 1 x1 ", 7x1 ".
3. "Spring Dinner Set", stoneware, 8^2x1 ", 1 1x1", 7x1".
4. "Fall Dinner Set", stoneware, 81/2x1", 1 1x1", 7x1".
5. "Letchworth", January, 1990.
6. "Mount Constitution", June, 1989.
7. "Saranac", April, 1988.
8. "Baker mountain", October, 1 989.
9. "Winter Teapot", stoneware, 81/2x8x5".
10. "Fall Teapot", stoneware, 8x8x6".
11. "Winter Jars", stoneware, 6x101/2", 7x13", 8x141/2".
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